Quantum state transfer from an information-carrying qubit to a receiving qubit is ubiquitous for quantum information technology. In a closed quantum system, this task requires precisely-timed control of coherent qubit-qubit interactions that are intrinsically reciprocal. Here, breaking reciprocity by dissipation in an open system, we show that it is possible to autonomously transfer a quantum state between stationary qubits without time-dependent control. The minimum system dimension for transferring one qubit of information is 3 × 2 (between one physical qutrit and one physical qubit), plus one auxiliary reservoir. We propose realistic implementations in superconducting circuit QED using non-linear couplings between transmon and cavity modes, and also propose transfer schemes requiring only bilinear couplings between multiple two-level atoms.
Dissipation in a quantum system due to its coupling with the environment usually causes decoherence, which has been a major roadblock for quantum information technologies. In recent years, however, it has been increasingly recognized dissipation from specifically-engineered environment reservoirs [1] can be an important resource for quantum information processing (QIP). Mostly notably, dissipation can drive a quantum system to relax towards a unique non-trivial steady state. This steady state can be a resource state such as a Bell state [2] [3] [4] or a multi-particle entangled state [5] for subsequent QIP tasks, or itself can potentially be the answer to an open problem, such as a sophisticated many-body state [5] [6] [7] or the final state of a quantum computation algorithm [7] . On the other hand, dissipation can also be designed to create a steady-state manifold spanned by two or more eigenstates. This allows confinement of quantum states in a logical subspace [8] [9] [10] without disrupting the encoded information, which leads to the possibility of autonomous quantum error correction (AQEC) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Development of the dissipation engineering toobox should ultimately enable implementation of arbitrary quantum processes [19] , which are a far greater set of possible QIP operations than what is possible under unitary evolutions alone. Here, going beyond recent demonstrations of individual state preparation [2-5, 20, 21] and manifold confinement [10, 22] , we investigate the feasibility to implement a dynamic manipulation of a quantum manifold using dissipation: autonomous quantum state transfer (AQST).
In a closed quantum system, state transfer between stationary subsystems relies on interactions that swap excitations back and forth, which is a fully reciprocal process as required by the Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. Preciselytimed external control that turns off the swapping Hamiltonian at the right moment is therefore essential for state transfer [23] . If built-in directionality between subsystems is desired, as is the case for minimizing back-actions in a modular quantum computer [24, 25] or network [26] , dissipative reservoirs can be used to construct directional transmission channels [27] to form cascaded quantum systems [ Fig. 1(a) ] [28] . While directional transmission of traveling modes can be lossless [29] , engineerable [27, 30] and highly valuable for QIP [31, 32] in its own right, stationary modes necessary for storing quantum information are inevitably subject to decay if directly coupled to these directional channels [28] . Therefore, quantum state transfer in cascaded systems still requires time-dependent control to dynamically couple and decouple storage modes from the reservoir [33] [34] [35] .
Here we propose a new type of cascaded system where a quantum state is autonomously fed forward from an upstream qubit to a downstream qubit with unit fidelity [ Fig. 1(b) ]. In other words, the "free" evolution of a twoqubit state without time-dependent external control follows:
Here |ψ = α |0 + β |1 is a logical qubit to be transferred. α, β are normalized complex coefficients. The "vacuum" state, |vac , represents a pre-defined state void of information, which could be |0 or |1 or an additional noncomputational state. This is achieved in a reservoir engineering scheme incorporating two orthogonal degrees of freedom: One encodes a logical qubit and is protected from dissipation, and the other encodes location of the informa- tion, which interacts with the reservoir to obtain directionality. Dissipation asymptotically drives the quantum state onto a dark state manifold with information localized at the receiving end.
This Letter is organized as follows: First we discuss the basic requirements for AQST and present a minimal quantum system that makes it possible. We then propose implementation schemes using nonlinear couplings in superconducting circuit QED with realistic and detailed experimental parameters. Finally, we propose methods involving bilinear couplings only, with potential implementations in atomic systems.
Minimum system construction -The first observation we make from Eq. (1) is that at least one of the two physical subsystems has to contain more than two eigenstates. To prove this by contradiction, we presume A and B are both two-level systems, and let |vac i = |0 i (i = A or B) without loss of generality. The open quantum system (S) composed of A and B, can be considered as part of a larger closed system that includes the environment (E) and undergoes unitary evolution. Any quantum process acting on the density matrices in Hilbert space H S = H A ⊗ H B can thus be described by a unitary transformationÛ acting on (the state vectors in) an expanded Hilbert space of H S ⊗H E followed by tracing out E. To satisfy Eq. (1), for any input state vectors of the form |ψ A |0 B |x E or |0 A |ψ B |x E (where |x is a state vector in H E ),Û must not entangle S with E, so E undergoes a unitary transformation of its own (R 1 orR 2 in the following):
Now we consider an input state of the form |φ = α |00 + β |01 + γ |10 S |x E . Using different linear combinations of Eq. (2),Û |φ = α |00 + β |01 R 1 |x + γ |01 R 2 |x andÛ |φ = α |00 + γ |01 R 2 |x + β |01 R 1 |x should simultaneously hold for arbitrary normalized coefficients α, β and γ. This requiresR 1 =R 2 , or
Therefore,Û is not unitary, contradictory to its own definition. In fact, Eq. (3) describes a deterministic non-unitary quantum gate that is forbidden within the framework of linear quantum mechanics [36, 37] : the trace of the density matrix of the system (in H A ⊗ H B ) is no longer equal to 1 after this transformation. Now we allow one subsystem to have a noncomputational eigenstate as its vacuum state. Consider |vac A ≡ |2 A and |vac B ≡ |0 B , and we show an AQST of |ψ A |0 B → |2 A |ψ B can be achieved. Let the initial state be a pure state |ψ A |0 B and the system Hamiltonian beĤ = 0, and we engineer dissipation (via a Markovian reservoir) with a jump operator of
where κ is the jump rate. This dissipation process explicitly maps the two eigenstates that encode the logical |0 and |1 in A onto the two eigenstates that encode them in B respectively. The quantum jumpL will occur once and only once throughout the process. As can be verified by solving the Lindblad mater equation, the density matrix evolves over time t as ρ(t) = e −κt |ψ A |0 B 0| B ψ| A + (1−e −κt )|2 A |ψ B ψ| B 2| A . Although the system generally evolves as a mixed state, at sufficiently long time t 1/κ, it exponentially converges to a pure state, and quantum state is transferred with fidelity arbitrarily close to 1. Practically, t in the range of 5/κ to 10/κ will be sufficiently long so that infidelity due to incomplete transfer (10 −2 ∼ 10 −4 ) is insignificant compared with other imperfections such as decoherence.
General requirements -Consider a system consisting of A, B, and an auxiliary subsystem C that has Hamiltonian H and interacts with m independent Markovian reservoirs described by jump operatorsL µ , µ ∈ [1, m]. In order for a qubit to be transferred from A and eventually stored in B, first of all, a two-dimensional stationary dark-state manifold M B = span |φ 0,B , |φ 1,B is needed to encode information locally in B with
Secondly, all basis states of the initial state manifold M A = span |φ 0,A , |φ 1,A , with |φ k,A = |k A |vac B |vac C , should be attracted onto M B at long times. The third requirement is that orthogonal states in M A remain orthogonal throughout any possible quantum trajectories evolving towards M B . This is necessary and sufficient to ensure no leakage of quantum information to the environment, which is equivalent to meeting the Knill-Laflamme quantum error correction criteria [38] at all times
whereK i andK j are any possible Kraus operators after a given evolution time, and η ij is Hermitian. The AQST discussed in this Letter is intrinsically connected to AQEC [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , as reflected by the above requirements similar to (but stronger than) that of AQEC [13] : The initial manifold M A can be viewed as an error space that is being continuously mapped back to the correct code space M B through dissipation engineering in AQEC. The difference is technical but yet distinct: AQEC is designed to recover information from an adjacent error space that is typically separated from the code space by the perturbation of a single natural error. On the other hand, AQST seeks to transport information from an initial space as distant from the final code space as necessary to store the logical qubit in a different physical subsystem (Fig. 2) . As a result, the Kraus operators in general involve a series of quantum jumps from {L µ } intertwined with no-jump evo- global system into two independent degrees of freedom L and P , a "logical" (L) qubit mode that contains the information |ψ and is associated with certain symmetry, and a "position" (P ) mode that marks where the information is. We then engineerĤ andL µ to respect sufficient symmetry and drive non-reciprocal interactions in mode P only, and therefore maintain the density matrix of the global system in a separable form of
Here |i P are eigenstates of the position mode including (but not limited to) |A P and |B P . Implementation in superconducting circuits -Turning to physical implementations, the minimal model of AQST composed of one qubit and one qutrit can be realized in superconducting circuit QED [39] . As shown in Fig. 3(a) , we consider a transmon qutrit [40] and a superconducting cavity as the subsystems A and B, simultaneously coupled to another transmon qubit acting as a dissipative reservoir R. The transmons are anharmonic LC oscillators, each made of a Josephson inductance shunted by an external capacitance [40] . We only access the lowest three levels (|g , |e , |f ) of A and the lowest two levels (|g , |e ) of both R and the cavity B. Computational and noncomputational states are defined as
Engineered dissipation of the form of Eq. (4) can be achieved by the scheme shown in Fig. 3(b) . Two microwave pump tones are continuously applied to drive the |eg, g → |ge, e and |f g, g → |gg, e transitions with equal rate of Ω, where we have omitted sequential indices of A, B and R. Starting from an initial state of α |eg, g + β |f g, g , when R acquires an excitation from these transitions, the reservoir damping (with rate κ) stochastically projects the system to the final state α |ge, g + β |gg, g . This process is analogous to optical pumping of a Λ system with a hidden degree of freedom that encodes a quantum state. The rate of this transfer process scales approximately as κ in the limit of Ω κ, or Ω 2 /κ in the experimentally more relevant limit of Ω κ. The cQED Hamiltonian incorporating two microwave drives applied to the reservoir mode far off-resonantly with normalized amplitudes ξ 1 and ξ 2 can be written as [10] 
whereâ † ,b † andr † are creation operators of oscillator modes A, B and R. E Ji is the Josephson inductance of junction i (= I or II). Φ Xi is the zero-point flux fluctuation of mode X (=A, B, or R) across junction i. Here we have taken the cosine expansion of Josephson energy to the 4 th order, and the drive terms have been absorbed into the Josephson nonlinearity after a displacement transformation (see e.g. supplementary info of Ref. [10, 41] ). The frequencies of the drive tones, ω 1 and ω 2 , are chosen close to the two aforementioned transitions (with small detunings δ 1 and δ 2 ), and near-stationary 4
th -order terms of the form ξ 1âb †r † and ξ 2â 2r † (+h. c.) emerge as a result of four-wave mixing. Under the rotating wave approximation (RWA), the Hamiltonian in the reference frame of the drives iŝ H rot = δ 1 |ge, e ge, e| + δ 2 |gg, e gg, e|
|ge, e eg, g| + Ω 2 2 |gg, e f g, g| + h. c. (9) where the Rabi drive rates
Ri / . To implement the protocol, ξ 1 and ξ 2 are chosen to satisfy Ω 1 = Ω 2 ≡ Ω.
The reservoir loss operator,L = √ κr, for relevant states in the Heisenberg picture of the drive frame iŝ
where
RI is the dispersive shift between B and R. The-time dependent phase factor inL rot indicates a dephasing effect due to the energy difference of the reservoir emission for logical |0 versus |1 . To eliminate this error, we choose detunings δ 1 = −χ b /2 and δ 2 = χ b /2 to makeL rot stationary. Effectively, we drive the two sets of Λ-transitions through nearby virtual states to compensate for the dispersive shift of the real states. The different rotation axes of the two detuned Rabi drives make the two Λ-transitions still distinguishable by the environment, but the resulting infidelity is small in the limit of χ b κ as a result of the Zeno effect (scales as χ 2 b /κ 2 and independent of Ω as we find numerically, Fig. 3(c) inset) .
We performed master equation simulation under the RWA using a full set of experimentally achievable parameters, and the results for transferring a logical equator state Fig. 3(c) . The simulation considered pump amplitude of ξ 2 < ξ 1 = 0.3 (to avoid spurious heating effects [41] ), intrinsic T 1 of 50 µs for A and 800 µs for B (conservatively below Ref. [42] ) in addition to reservoir-induced Purcell effect, and a spurious |g → |e transition rate of κ/100 for R (comparable to Refs. [22, 42] ) which is the main dephasing mechanism in A and B. We find process fidelity of up to 93% (state fidelity of up to 92% for equator states) for AQST completed in about 2-3 µs. Leakage error out of the 12-dimension Hilbert space of H A ⊗H B ⊗H R is not included, but its leading contribution from spurious transition of R to its second excited state is estimated to be less than 0.2%. Further improvement beyond these numerical results is possible if Purcell filters [43] , advanced thermalization techniques [44] , or active/passive methods to cancel χ b [45, 46] are employed.
Implementation with bilinear interaction -Circuit QED has four-wave mixing Hamiltonian as a powerful tool to engineer the tunable three-body interaction term that is central to the AQST protocol above. However, such interaction is typically weak, leading to slow operation speed. Moreover, in many physical systems, it is difficult to obtain four-wave mixing, and the natural interactions between subsystems are often bilinear, such as Ising, twomode squeezing, and Jaynes-Cummings type of interactions. In the following, we provide a proof-of-principle protocol for AQST with only bilinear interaction. We consider a system as in Fig. 4 , where the information emitter A and receiver B are each composed of three identical two-level atoms described by Pauli operators,σ n1 ,σ n2 ,σ n3 (n = A or B). The atomic states are |g and |e with transition energy ω. We consider a system Hamiltonian with swapping interactions between certain pairs of atomŝ
where g J ω. The swapping Hamiltonian is equivalent to the XY spin model and can arise, for example, from resonant dipolar interactions in Rydberg atoms [47] or laser-driven interactions in trapped ions [48] . The three atoms in B are subject to collective decay by emitting into the same reservoir with jump operator
We define logical and vaccum states as (Fig. 4(b) ):
Here |S1 n , |L1 n and |R1 n (n = A or B) are symmetric, "left-handed" and "right-handed" states in the one-excitation manifold: (R1) B without acquiring the which-state information, completing the directional transfer to |vac A |ψ B . The principle behind this protocol is that information is encoded in the total "chirality" of the superposition coefficients while both the Hamiltonian and the dissipation are symmetric with respect to the chirality.
There are a few variations of this protocol worth considering. The interactions within B can alternatively use an Ising type of coupling such as σ Outlook -We have shown that it is possible to construct a dissipative quantum channel where logical qubit states are autonomously fed forward from one subsystem to the next. We have presented its general requirements and a few implementation schemes including one that can be realized in the near future in superconducting circuits. While the subsystems in our proposals are not yet spatially far apart, the modest requirement of only bilinear couplings between subsystems suggests a remote version of the protocol is plausible. More in-depth understanding of the required resources and limitations would be very helpful in constructing such autonomous transfer "codes". It will also be interesting to explore more sophisticated encodings to include protection against errors during the AQST, for example, in multi-cavity bosonic states [18, 42] .
Looking forward, an intrinsically directional but still information-preserving channel may be used to enforce hierarchy and improve isolation in modular architectures of quantum computation. In addition to its application in gate-based quantum technologies, the use of dissipation engineering for state transfer may also be integrated into dissipative quantum computation [7] . Furthermore, we note that our directional quantum channel naturally implements a classical OR gate (e.g. from Eq. (4)), which may inspire ways to combine quantum and classical logic in the same quantum system.
